
“Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a test that uses a magnet-
ic field and pulses of radio wave energy to make pictures of
organs and structures inside the body. In many cases MRI gives
different information about structures in the body than can be
seen with an X-ray, ultrasound, or computed tomography (CT)
scan. MRI also may show problems that cannot be seen with
other imaging methods.”1  The key to the efficiency and ability of
any MRI is the large superconducting magnet within its outer
ring.  In order to reach maximum performance, these magnets
must be cooled.  Liquid helium, commonly used as a refrigerant,
is used in order to accomplish this task.  To maintain the liquid
helium cooling system, a process water chiller is required. 

An MRI imaging center was experiencing unwanted scanner
downtime due to their malfunctioning process water chiller.  The
chiller was originally improperly sized by an engineering compa-
ny and was causing MRI shutdowns on a regular basis.
Downtime at the imaging center meant a loss of revenue, dam-
aged reputation, re-scheduling of exams and increased patient
anxiety.  The imaging center had the option of replacing their
current chiller from the MRI manufacturer or an independent
source.  They chose the latter and came to Parker Purification,
Dehydration and Filtration (PDF) for help.

The facility had three requirements for their chiller replacement:

1. They wanted to replace the chillers on the roof of their 
building to maximize floor space.  Therefore, the chiller 
needed remote monitoring capabilities.  

2.  24 hour, 7 days/week service support
3.  Energy efficiency for reduction in utility costs
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� Compliant scroll compressor

� R407C refrigerant

� High efficiency evaporator

� Exact cycling technology

� “Smart System” software

� Integrated stainless steel pump

� Small footprint

� Indoor/Outdoor installation

� High surface area condenser

� 24/7 emergency service

� Microprocessor control
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The use of genuine Parker filter elements, desiccant and replacement components assures
optimum system performance in every application.

Coupled with a Parker PDF service agreement and 24/7 emergency technical support, the center chose a Model PCW040 T3 30 PA LA
Hyperchill Medical Imaging Chiller to complement their MRI.  The Hyperchill design includes an aluminum fin-copper tube heat
exchanger located within the buffer tank.  This design allows the supply water to be stored and the process temperature required to
cool the MRI.  This Exact Cycling Technology (ECT) provides the customer with energy savings and therefore lower utility costs.
Furthermore, Hyperchill can be installed outdoors and equipped with the Advanced Remote option in order to perform all operations of
the chiller from within the imaging center.  

To assist in filling the fluid circuit and to compensate for any expansion of the circuit during chiller operation, a 
pressurized / automatic water fill kit was added to their cooling package.  Intended for static pressures up to 
87 psi (6 bar) for models PCW020 - 650, it is provided in two assemblies for site installation.  This kit is 
supplied with a 20 micron cartridge filter to reduce the potential of introducing mineral deposits to the 
fluid circuit.

Footnotes
1.  www.WebMD.com

Water Fill Kit with 
20 Micron Cartridge Filter




